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Ideal Scan Path for High-Speed Atomic
Force Microscopy
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2

Dominik Ziegler, Travis R. Meyer, Andreas Amrein, Andrea L. Bertozzi, and Paul D. Ashby3

Abstract—We propose a new scan waveform ideally4
suited for high-speed atomic force microscopy. It is an opti-5
mization of the Archimedean spiral scan path with respect6
to the X,Y scanner bandwidth and scan speed. The result-7
ing waveform uses a constant angular velocity spiral in the8
center and transitions to constant linear velocity toward the9
periphery of the scan. We compare it with other scan paths10
and demonstrate that our novel spiral best satisfies the re-11
quirements of high-speed atomic force microscopy by utiliz-12
ing the scan time most efficiently with excellent data density13
and data distribution. For accurate X,Y, and Z positioning14
our proposed scan pattern has low angular frequency and15
low linear velocities that respect the instruments mechan-16
ical limits. Using sensor inpainting we show artifact-free17
high-resolution images taken at two frames per second with18
a 2.2 μm scan size on a moderately large scanner capable

Q1
19

of 40 μm scans.20

Index Terms—Actuators, atomic force microscopy (AFM),21
motion control.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

A TOMIC force microscopy (AFM) techniques acquire24

high-resolution images by scanning a sharp tip over a25

sample while measuring the interaction between the tip and26

sample [1]. AFM has the ability to image material surfaces with27

exquisite resolution [2]. Furthermore, careful probe design facil-28

itates nanoscale measurement of specific physical or chemical29

properties, such as surface energy [3], [4] or electrostatic [5], [6]30

and magnetic [7], [8] forces. Therefore, AFM has become one of31

the most frequently used characterization tools in nanoscience.32

However, the sequential nature of scanning limits the speed of33
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data acquisition and most instruments take several minutes to 34

obtain a high-quality image. The productivity and use of AFM 35

would increase dramatically if the speed could match the imag- 36

ing speeds of other scanning microscopes, such as confocal and 37

scanning electron microscopes [9]. The semiconductor indus- 38

try, which requires detection of nanoscopic defects over large 39

areas, is an important driver for higher scan speeds [10]. More 40

importantly, higher temporal resolution enables the exploration 41

of dynamic chemical and biomolecular processes [11]. This is 42

especially important for dynamic nanoscale phenomena of ma- 43

terials that are sensitive to the radiation associated with light 44

and electron microscopy making AFM the best characterization 45

tool. 46

Significant engineering effort over the last decade has pushed 47

the speed limits of AFM to a few frames per second [12]–[15]. 48

Most researchers operate within the raster scan paradigm, where 49

the tip is moved in a zig-zag pattern over the sample at a constant 50

speed in the image area. The rationale for the raster pattern is 51

that with regular sampling and constant scanner velocity image 52

rendering is simple because the data points align with the pix- 53

els of the image spatially. However, achieving accurate images 54

is challenging because piezoelectric nanopositioners have no- 55

toriously nonlinear displacement response and the mechanical 56

resonances of the high-inertia scanner amplify the harmonics of 57

the waveform that are required to create the turnaround region of 58

the raster scan. Working within the raster scan paradigm, most 59

methods to speed up the AFM have focused on the mechanical 60

design. The most common means to build fast scanners is to 61

reduce the size of the scanner and increase stiffness [16]–[22] 62

so that the scanner actuates effectively at higher frequencies but 63

this places strict limitations on the mass of the sample. 64

Using nonraster scan waveforms with low-frequency compo- 65

nents provides an opportunity to increase imaging speed. Lis- 66

sajous scans have been shown to be advantageous for high-speed 67

scanning because they can cover the entire scan area using a si- 68

nusoidal scan pattern of constant amplitude and frequency [23], 69

[24]. Similarly, cycloid [25] and spirograph [26] scans use a 70

single frequency circular scan with a constant offset between 71

adjacent loops. 72

In this paper, we analyze the suitability of spiral scan paths for 73

high-speed scanning. Having constant distance between loops 74

makes Archimedean spirals especially useful. They can be per- 75

formed either using constant angular velocity (CAV) [27]–[30] 76

or constant linear velocity (CLV) [31], [32]. At least a twofold 77

increase in temporal or spatial resolution is achieved over raster 78

scanning because, when generating an image, almost 100% of 79

the data is used instead of throwing away trace or retrace data. 80

Furthermore, spiral scan patterns require less bandwidth and 81
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of an Archimedean spiral showing outward and
truncated inward scan paths to quickly return to the starting point at
the origin. For clarity only a small number of loops of N = 5 is used
in the outward spiral. The radial and tangential sampling distances are
specified by RD and TD, respectively. (b) Transforming r and θ into
Cartesian coordinates gives the X and Y motion of the piezo. The vertical
dotted line at time T marks the transition from outward scan to the
truncated inward scan.

are better suited to drive high-inertia nanopositioners for fast82

scanning. However, most of today’s nonraster scan attempts83

use sensors to steer the probe over the sample using a closed-84

loop configuration. This slows down the achievable frame rates.85

We have shown that ultimate control over the position is not86

required for accurate imaging. When sensors detect the posi-87

tion, an accurate image can be reconstructed using inpainting88

algorithms [33]–[36] from data recorded along any arbitrary89

open-loop path. The technique, which we call sensor inpaint-90

ing [37], frees AFM from the paradigm of raster scanning and91

the need for slower closed-loop control of scanner position. We92

have used sensor inpainting to render images from Archimedean93

spiral and spirograph scan patterns [26], [37].94

In this paper, we analyze Archimedean spiral scan pat-95

terns for their suitability for fast scanning. We propose a new96

Archimedean spiral, which we call the optimal spiral, that com-97

bines the benefits of CAV and CLV scans. The proposed spiral98

scan follows an Archimedean scan path but respects the mechan-99

ical limits of the instrument by balancing velocity and angular100

frequency to obtain the optimum data distribution for accurate101

high-speed scanning when scan velocity needs to be minimized.102

II. DESCRIPTION OF SCAN PATH103

A. Tip Velocity and Angular Velocity104

Fig. 1(a) shows an example of Archimedean spiral with five105

loops for the outward path and a fast inward path to return to106

the starting point at the origin. We describe the outward scan107

pattern using polar coordinates r(t) and θ(t) as functions of the108

scan time. The time required to complete the outward scan is T109

and t∗ is the dimensionless quantity t∗ = t/T110

r = Rf(t∗) (1)

θ = 2πNf(t∗) (2)

where N is the number of loops and R is the desired radius.111

To fully scan the circular area, it is required that f(0) = 0 and112

f(1) = 1, but in principle f(t∗) can be of any arbitrary shape.113

When eliminating the temporal function one obtains the polar114

expression of an Archimedean spiral in the form of 115

r(θ) =
R θ

2πN
. (3)

In an Archimedean spiral, the scan radius r increases by a con- 116

stant pitch R/N for each full revolution, and the maximal scan 117

radius R is reached exactly after N full loops. Experimentally, 118

the scan pattern applied to the piezo is achieved by transforming 119

r and θ into Cartesian coordinates [see Fig. 1(b)]. 120

The tip velocity vs and angular velocity θ̇ are given by 121

vs(r, θ) =
√

(rθ̇)2 + ṙ2 (4)

vs(t∗) =
Rf ′(t∗)

T

√
(2πNf(t∗))2 + 1 (5)

θ̇(t∗) =
2πN

T
f ′(t∗). (6)

We denote the derivative with respect to time t with a dot and 122

the derivative with respect to t∗ with a prime. 123

B. Data Density and Data Distribution 124

The Archimedean spirals analyzed here have different func- 125

tions for f(t∗) such that they follow the same scan path, but with 126

different tip velocities. As a consequence, different data point 127

distributions result when using a constant sampling frequency 128

Fs . Fig. 1(a) shows the sampling along the spiral path and the 129

radial distance (RD) and tangential distance (TD) between data 130

points. The general expressions for radial distance (RD) and 131

tangential distance (TD) are given by 132

RD(r, θ) =
2πṙ

θ̇
, TD(r, θ) =

rθ̇

Fs
. (7)

The local data density δ is expressed by the inverse of the product 133

of TD and RD and represents the samples per unit area as 134

δ(r) =
1

TD · RD
=

Fs

2πrṙ
(8)

δ(t∗) =
n

2πR2f(t∗)f ′(t∗)
(9)

where n is the number of samples, n = FsT . Having uniform 135

density throughout the image is ideal for maximizing the in- 136

formation being measured from the sample. Furthermore, it is 137

important to have good homogeneity η of the sample density, 138

i.e., an even distribution of the data points in all directions. The 139

ratio of RD to TD describes such homogeneity by comparing 140

the spacing between data points 141

η(r, θ) =
RD
TD

=
2πFsṙ

(θ̇)2r
(10)

η(t∗) =
n

2πN 2f(t∗)f ′(t∗)
. (11)

As discussed in earlier work [37] when using isotropic inpaint- 142

ing algorithms such as heat equation, η = 1 results in the best 143

rendering with least artifacts. 144
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By definition Archimedean spirals have constant RD, and the145

density δ and homogeneity η simplify to146

δ(r, θ) =
NFs

Rrθ̇
, η(r, θ) =

FsR

Nrθ̇
. (12)

III. CLV SPIRAL147

An Archimedean spiral with essentially constant velocity148

along the scan path is the result of f(t∗)=
√

t∗ [see Fig. 2(a)].149

For this case, the tip velocity is given by150

vsC LV (t∗) =
R

√
(2πN)2t∗ + 1
2T

√
t∗

≈ πNR

T
. (13)

Toward the very center of the image vsC LV theoretically ap-151

proaches infinity. In discrete implementations, however, the ve-152

locity decreases [see Fig. 2(a)] because the high frequencies for153

small r in the position signal are lost due to the spacing of sam-154

ples. When t∗ � 1/(2πN)2 the velocity rapidly approaches a155

constant. Similarly, toward the very center of the image, the156

angular frequency function goes to infinity157

θ̇(t∗)CLV =
πN

T
√

t∗
(14)

except for the discrete implementation. To maintain CLV an-158

gular frequency more than two orders of magnitudes higher159

in the center than on the periphery of the image is required160

[see Fig. 2(b)]. Note that the area under the velocity curve [see161

Fig. 2(a)] represents the total arc length (≈0.3 mm), while the162

area under the angular frequency curve [see Fig. 2(b)] corre-163

sponds to the number of loops N = 85. These values remain164

constant for all spiral scans described here.165

The expressions for density δCLV and ηCLV are independent166

of time t∗ and radius r and simplify to167

δCLV ≈ n

πR2 (15)

ηCLV ≈ n

πN 2 . (16)

We imaged a sample of copper evaporated onto annealed168

gold because the contrast in size between the copper and gold169

grains creates high information content. This makes this sam-170

ple an ideal image to test the accuracy of the data collection171

and rendering when scanning quickly. The sample has complex172

features of different sizes and the smallest feature resolvable by173

the tip is ≈25 nm. We used a Cypher ES by Oxford Instruments174

equipped with a piezoelectric scanner having 40 μm range in X175

and Y, 4 μm range in Z, and low-noise position sensors. While176

using a contact mode in constant height mode we used a sam-177

pling frequency Fs of 50 kHz to impose limited bandwidth on178

the data collection as if we were operating with force feedback179

and were limited by the z-feedback loop and tip–sample inter-180

action. This makes the data and analysis most relevant to the181

majority of AFM performed in constant force mode. The scan182

is 2.2 μm in size with N = 85 loops and collected in 0.5 s pro-183

ducing a scan velocity of 600 mm/s. Using the Nyquist criterion184

for information content, the ≈25 nm feature size, and 50 kHz185

sampling frequency, we calculate that vs ≈625 mm/s should be186

the scan speed limit for accurate imaging. Constant δ and η,187

Fig. 2. CLV spiral. (a) Velocity as a function of scan time is constant.
(b) To maintain constant speed at small radii the angular frequency
“blows up” to values exceeding the resonance frequency of the scanner.
(c) Theoretical spatial data density distribution showing number of sam-
ples per pixel in the rendered image. (d) Scan path, as measured with the
sensors, during the CLV spiral scan. Color scale represents velocity of
the scanner. (e) A CLV image of copper evaporated onto annealed gold.
The relatively slow scan speed and excellent sample density at the outer
edge of the image lead to good fidelity of the features. The features in
the boxes (A, B, C) are compared with other scan waveforms in Fig. 5.

resulting from theoretical constant velocity vs and sampling Fs 188

produces an ideal dataset with n = 25 k data points. In the den- 189

sity map, Fig. 2(c), the color represents the number of recorded 190

data points that fall within each pixel. All collected deflection 191

data points are inpainted within a circular image with a diam- 192

eter of 256 pixels containing about 50k pixels. The insets are 193

magnifications of the center (A), middle (B), and periphery (C) 194

of the scan showing that the data density is the same throughout 195
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the scan. At most each pixel contains one data point. The insets196

show the great homogeneity of the data distribution resulting197

for CLV scans.198

The scan path measured by the sensors on the scanner is199

shown in Fig. 2(d) and it is slightly oblong from lower left to200

upper right. The high angular frequencies used in the center of201

the scan exceed 8 kHz and excite the resonance of the scanner.202

This increases the radius causing poor sampling in the center203

of the scan and erratic motion as evidenced by the very fast204

motion of greater than 2 mm/s [see Fig. 2(d) inset A]. The CLV205

spiral scan of the copper/gold sample is shown in Fig. 2(e). We206

used sensor inpainting [37] to create a 2.0 μm round image, 256207

pixels wide, which trimmed the data and used ≈20 kS such that208

there are ≈ 0.25 data points per pixel. The CLV scan captures209

the features of the sample very well except in the center where210

there is obvious distortion and artifacts from driving at very211

high angular frequency. Therefore, in order to prevent distor-212

tions in the image, the angular velocity is required to match the213

bandwidth of the scanner.214

IV. CAV SPIRAL215

CAV scans drive the piezos at a single frequency. This helps to216

prevent the above-mentioned distortions due to the resonances217

of the scanner. CAV scans use the simplest linear function218

f(t∗) = t∗ (17)

where the resulting angular velocity, Fig. 3(b), is simply given219

by the number of revolutions in the total time220

θ̇(t∗)CAV =
2πN

T
. (18)

The velocity vsC AV increases nearly linearly with time for CAV221

spirals as the radius increases. The function for scan velocity222

vsC AV (t∗) =
R

T

√
4(πNt∗)2 + 1 ≈ 2πNR

T
t∗ (19)

simplifies to a linear function of t∗, for almost all of the scan, as223

shown in Fig. 3(a).224

Using (1), (8), (10), and (17) the expressions for data density225

δ and homogeneity η simplify to the following radial dependen-226

cies:227

δ(r)CAV ≈ n

2πRr
(20)

η(r)CAV ≈ nR

2πN 2r
. (21)

Data density for a CAV spiral scan with similar scan param-228

eters as those used for Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3(c). Because the229

scan velocity is near zero at the center of the image the data230

density is extremely high reaching 74 samples in the center pix-231

els. Conversely the data density δ becomes sparse toward the232

periphery. Since the scan time T and number of loops N are233

the same as the CLV scan [see Fig. 2(c)], the average value of234

η is also one but the value drops to 0.5 at the periphery where235

features start to be undersampled. We imaged the copper/gold236

sample in the same location as Fig. 2(e) using a CAV spiral.237

The measured scan path, Fig. 3(d), has very even spacing ra-238

dially because the scanner responds with constant mechanical239

Fig. 3. CAV spiral. (a) Velocity as a function of scan time increases
linearly and (b) angular frequency is constant. (c) Theoretical data den-
sity is very high in the center and getting sparse toward the periphery.
(d) The velocity is low in the middle and high on the periphery. (e) CAV
image of copper evaporated onto annealed gold at same location as
Fig. 2. The CAV eliminates errors in the center of the image but the high
linear velocity and sparse data at the edges smears out features. The
features in the boxes are compared with other scan waveforms in Fig. 5.

gain and phase lag when driven at constant angular frequency. 240

The measured velocity matches the theoretical values well. The 241

inpainted image is shown in Fig. 3(e). The features in the center 242

of the image are reproduced well due to the slow angular fre- 243

quency, high sampling, and η but the periphery is under sampled 244

and the features become blurred. 245

The need to capture the information at the periphery of the im- 246

age determines the sampling rate and velocity for CAV spirals. 247

Therefore, for most of the scan, near the center, the instrument 248

is going too slow and wasting precious time. Neither CLV nor 249

CAV spirals are ideal for imaging the sample quickly but each 250
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has properties that are advantageous. The optimal Archimedean251

spiral combines the advantages of both.252

V. OPTIMAL ARCHIMEDEAN SPIRAL (OPT)253

The ideal Archimedean spiral would have the shortest scan254

times while respecting the instrument’s mechanical limits. The255

time function f(t∗) of the Archimedean spiral can be any arbi-256

trary shape leading to various scan speeds and frequencies. As257

observed in Fig. 2, the mechanical gain of the resonance can258

lead to large excursions from the intended scan path and inaccu-259

racies. It is best if the X,Y scan frequencies stay well below the260

resonance. Similarly, high tip speeds lead to sparse data, Fig. 3,261

or high tip–sample forces from poor Z-piezo feedback making262

tip speed an equally important optimization parameter.263

We solved for the optimal time function f(t∗) using maximum264

X,Y scan frequency ωL and tip speed vL as limiting criteria.265

The complete optimization is found in Appendix 1 and has266

similarities with the optimization method of Tuma et al. [38].267

The resulting waveform follows ωL in the center of the scan268

and then follows vL at the periphery. Effectively, the waveform269

combines the benefits of CAV and CLV scans. We call the new270

scan waveform the optimal Archimedean spiral (OPT).271

The optimal Archimedean spiral is the fastest Archimedean272

spiral that respects the limits of X,Y scanner bandwidth and scan273

speed. In our experience, the parameter of scan time and scan274

speed are equally valid independent variables for the parame-275

terization of the OPT so we also present a parameterization that276

follows the optimal principle of performing CAV in the center277

and CLV at the periphery but uses scan time as an independent278

variable.279

The CLV is produced when f(t∗) =
√

t∗ and the CAV is280

produced when f(t∗) = t∗ with t∗ dimensionless time. Let the281

angular frequency limit of the AFM be given by dθ
dt ≤ ωL . De-282

fine a ≡ 2πN
T ωL

. To push the angular frequency limit initially the283

composite spiral’s f must be of the form f(t∗) = t∗
a as this284

results in dθ
dt = ωL . Using the CAV up to sometime t∗L then285

transitioning to a CLV spiral with parameters C1 and C2 means286

the optimum Archimedean spiral has a function f of the form287

f(t∗) =

{
t∗
a if t∗ ≤ t∗L√
C1t∗ + C2 if t∗ > t∗L .

(22)

To find the parameters, t∗L , C1 , and C2 , we enforce three prop-288

erties of the final spiral. The scan should be finished at time289

t∗ = 1 hence f(1) = 1 and f and f ′ should be continuous at290

t∗L .291

The three conditions imply, in order, the equations292

1 =
√

C1 + C2 (23)

t∗L

a
=

√
C1t∗L + C2 (24)

1
a

=
C1

2
(C1t∗L + C2)−

1
2 . (25)

The first equation implies C2 = 1 − C1 and substituting (24) 293

into (25) yields 294

1
a

=
C1a

2t∗L
. (26)

Therefore, 295

C1 =
2t∗L

a2 (27)

C2 = 1 − 2t∗L

a2 (28)

which after substituting into (24) produces a quadratic equation 296

in t∗L : 297

0 = t∗
2
L − 2t∗L + a2 (29)

⇒ t∗L = 1 ±
√

1 − a2 . (30)

The discriminant is positive provided a < 1, which is violated 298

only when the scan cannot be completed in the given time subject 299

to the given angular frequency limit. As the transition must take 300

place in the scan time t∗L ∈ [0, 1] the negative sign is the natural 301

solution hence 302

t∗L = 1 −
√

1 − a2 (31)

is the transition time t∗L . 303

According to (5), the speed of the tip for this f at time t∗L is 304

v(t∗L ) =
R

aT

√
1 +

(
2πN

a

)2

t∗2
L ≈ πNR

T

2t∗L

a2 . (32)

The velocity curve for an optimal Archimedean spiral scan is 305

shown in Fig. 4(a). The velocity increases linearly and quickly 306

because the angular frequency is at the limit. When the nor- 307

malized time t∗ reaches t∗L the scan transitions to CLV with 308

constant velocity and decreasing angular frequency, as shown 309

in Fig. 4(b). The density image, shown in Fig. 4(c), is mostly ho- 310

mogeneous throughout. At the center, inset A, the data density 311

is high because of the short section of CAV spiral but otherwise 312

samples are evenly spread over the whole image, insets B and C, 313

where η is very close to one. We again imaged the copper/gold 314

sample in the same location as Fig. 2(e) but using an OPT 315

spiral of the same time, number of loops, and sampling rate. 316

Like the CAV spiral, the scan path is evenly spaced throughout 317

the image but the velocity is always low, as shown in Fig. 4(d). 318

The features throughout the image are reproduced well showing 319

the superior performance of the OPT, as shown in Fig. 4(e). 320

VI. DISCUSSION 321

A. Further Criteria for Comparing Waveforms 322

Increasing the frame rate of scanning probe techniques is es- 323

sential for capturing dynamic processes at the nanoscale. Here 324

we introduce design criteria that allow further comparison of 325

various scan waveforms to determine the best scan wave for 326

fast scanning. As we already mentioned in the optimization to 327

create the OPT waveform, the scan must respect the mechanical 328

bandwidth of the X,Y scanner, i.e., the scan waveform needs 329

to have sufficiently low angular frequency to avoid positioning 330
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Fig. 4. Optimal Archimedean spiral (OPT). (a) Velocity as a function of
scan time increases linearly and transitions to a constant value for the
majority of the scan. (b) Angular frequency is held below the scanner
distortion threshold before decreasing at large radius. (c) Theoretical
data density is higher in the center due to the partial CAV scan but
is mostly homogeneous. (d) Combining the best of both CLV and CAV
spirals, the measured scan path and velocity match the theoretical values
well. (e) A OPT image of copper evaporated onto annealed gold renders
the sample well both in the center and at the periphery. The features in
the boxes are compared with other scan waveforms in Fig. 5.

errors by exciting the scanner resonance. Also, the scan veloc-331

ity should be slow enough that the Z-feedback loop accurately332

tracks all features. Other important criteria include that the data333

distribution should be generally homogeneous and if there are334

regions of higher density they should prioritize features of in-335

terest which are typically at the center of the image. Finally,336

adjacent segments of the scan should be scanned in the same337

direction. Otherwise delays in the positioning and the feedback 338

loop cause the data to be inconsistent, causing irregularities in 339

the image [37]. For example, this results in only trace or retrace 340

data being used to create an image in raster scans and half the 341

precious scan data are discarded. Spiral scans meet this last cri- 342

terion quite well. This section contains an in-depth discussion of 343

our results with the different Archimedean spirals followed by 344

a comparison of their performance with more common wave- 345

forms (see Table I). 346

B. Constant Linear Velocity (CLV) 347

The CLV spiral meets all criteria satisfactorily except the 348

first criterion for an ideal scan waveform. For the data density, 349

Fig. 2(c), within the scan area, CLV spirals offer the lowest ve- 350

locity possible, which is ideal for stable topography feedback. 351

However, with high angular frequency in the center the exci- 352

tation of the scanner resonance in the center is a significant 353

failure. In Fig. 2(d), the error caused by the mechanical gain of 354

the scanner is evident. The resonance is at 1600 Hz and has a Q 355

of 5. Sweeping through the resonance with frequencies greater 356

than 8 kHz causes the radius to became erroneously large in the 357

center. As a result, there is no data in the center of the image. Our 358

image inpainting algorithms aim to restore missing data. How- 359

ever, the scanner was whipped around violently enough during 360

the chirp that the sensors became inaccurate and the intersecting 361

loops have conflicting topography values for the same location. 362

This resulted in the star-like artifacts that are very evident in 363

the upper left of Fig. 5. It is possible to redeem the CLV spiral 364

by making a donut-shaped scan [39] that removes the high- 365

frequency portion, but then data are missing from the center 366

of the scan where the features of interest likely are. We found 367

CLV spiral to only be useful for the slowest of scans though 368

we note that CLV may be crucial for some investigations, such 369

as monitoring ferroelectric domain switching under a biased tip 370

where the scan speed influences the switching probability and 371

dynamics [40]. 372

C. Constant Angular Velocity (CAV) 373

The CAV spiral better meets the criteria for an ideal scan 374

waveform than the CLV spiral at these imaging speeds. This is 375

mainly due to the fact that the highest frequency component of 376

the waveform is 168 Hz, well below the scanner’s resonance. 377

For comparison, a raster scan of comparable data density would 378

be 150 lines and a fast scan rate of 300 lines/s. Since at least 379

three frequency components are required to make a satisfactory 380

triangular waveform the 5th harmonic would be required at 381

1500 Hz, nine times higher than the CAV spiral scan while 382

having over twice the velocity. The CAV spiral also has higher 383

density data in the middle of the scan assuring that the most 384

important features are well sampled and rendered. The main 385

disadvantage of the CAV spiral is that the velocity is higher at 386

the periphery reaching two times the average of a CLV spiral and 387

approximately the same velocity of a raster scan over the same 388

area. For the scan shown in Fig. 3, the maximum velocity vmax 389

reaches ≈1.6 mm/s exceeding the limit for accurate imaging 390

and lowering the homogeneity of the data (η = 0.5). This is 391
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SCAN PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS SCAN PATHS

Raster Spirograph Lissajous CLV CAV OPT

1.1) Relative maximum angular frequency >9.0 3.14 1.97 >50 1.0 2.1
1.2) Normalized std. dev. of angular frequency — 0 0 1.17 0 0.51
2) Relative maximum speed 2.25 3.14 4.93 1.00 2.00 ≈1.1
3.1) Relative average sample density 0.44 1.0 1.0 0.95 0.95 0.95
3.2) Relative maximum sample density 1 22 49 1 39 19
3.3) Percent pixels near average density 100 70 49 100 61 96
3.4) Data distribution prioritizes center — — ✗ —

√ √

4) Adjacent scan lines have same direction
√

✗ ✗
√ √ √

Image area, resolution, and frame rate are the same for all waveforms and the values are scaled relative to each
other for easy comparison. The table cells are shaded with red, yellow, and green for poor, satisfactory, and good
performance, respectively. Optimal Archimedean spiral clearly has the best performance.

Fig. 5. Comparisons of CLV, CAV, and optimal Archimedean spiral
scans showing the center, middle, and edge of the scans, respec-
tively. The zoom-ins are specified by boxes A, B, and C in part (e) of
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 and are 400, 300, and 200 nm, respectively. Color
scales are enhanced compared with the original images. CLV fails in the
center of the image and CAV blurs the periphery, while the OPT has the
best performance throughout the scan.

evident in the center right of Fig. 5 where the height of the small392

copper grains is muted and some of the grains that are clearly393

resolved in the CLV spiral scan are joined together in the CAV394

scan. Resolving both the periphery and the center is preferable.395

D. Optimal Archimedean Spiral (OPT)396

The optimal Archimedean spiral starts with a CAV spiral in397

the center using a user specified maximum angular frequency,398

then transitions to a CLV spiral where the angular frequency399

decreases as the radius increases. The data shown here use an400

angular frequency limit of 350 Hz well below the resonance401

of the scanner leading to very even spacing between loops, as402

shown in Fig. 2(d). Like the CAV spiral, the OPT also has higher403

density data in the middle of the scan assuring that the most404

important features are well sampled and rendered. However, the405

transition to CLV spiral keeps the maximum velocity low and 406

often very close to the speed represented by the CLV spiral. One 407

may initially intuit that a high maximum angular frequency is 408

good for the OPT so that the transition to CLV scan happens 409

early in the scan and the maximum velocity is very close to 410

the minimum velocity achieved by a CLV spiral. However, the 411

maximum velocity increases moderately slowly initially as time 412

to transition increases. For example, when transitioning at 40% 413

of the scan time the maximum tip velocity is only 25% higher 414

than a CLV spiral and the angular frequency starts only 24% 415

higher than when using a CAV spiral. 416

The changing angular frequency that happens after the transi- 417

tion to CLV could cause distortions, such as dilation and twisting 418

due to phase lag and changes in mechanical gain. Depending 419

on imaging speed, sweeping through anomalies in the transfer 420

function may be hard to avoid and artifacts may result. Fortu- 421

nately, sensor inpainting mitigates such issues because the data 422

are rendered from the measured position by the sensors. If the 423

sensors are accurate then there should be no difference between 424

images. On the instrument used for these experiments, we ob- 425

served a 2% increase in the amplitude of the frequency response 426

of the scanner near 400 Hz. This is enough for a few loops of 427

data to be sparse then bunched as the frequency sweeps through 428

the small peak and led us to choose a 350 Hz maximum for 429

the angular frequency. In the frequency range of 150–350 Hz 430

our frequency response was quite flat giving excellent results. 431

Comparing the CAV and optimal Archimedean spiral images, 432

Figs. 3 and 4, we find that there are positioning errors of 5 nm or 433

about 0.2% of the scan size that are due to errors in accuracy of 434

the sensors at the different frequencies used to scan the surface. 435

These errors are negligible compared with what is frequently 436

tolerated in AFM. 437

E. Comparison With Nonspiral Waveforms 438

Our optimal Archimedean spiral is significantly better suited 439

for fast scanning than any other nonspiral waveform. We com- 440

pare the performance of the different scan waveforms in Table I 441

while holding image area, resolution, and frame rate constant. 442

The specific values for the OPT scan in Table I depend on the 443

value of t∗L . Here, we derive these values for t∗L ≈ 0.2 as is 444

used to gather the data, as shown in Fig. 4. 445
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The maximum angular frequency measures how much the446

waveform stresses the X,Y scanner and the Lissajous, CAV, and447

OPT perform very well for this constraint. The standard devi-448

ation of the frequency is a proxy for the positioning errors due449

to a nonuniform scanner transfer function and inaccuracies of450

the sensor. The single frequency scans perform best here but451

the OPT scan is satisfactory especially if the time to transition452

is large.453

The maximum speed measures how the waveform stresses the454

topography feedback loop. Using the equations found in Bazaei455

et al. [24] the maximum scan speed is a factor π 2 a2

4t∗L
higher for a456

Lissajous scan than our OPT scan. For most imaging frame rates457

and maximum scan frequencies this is a substantial difference458

of over a factor of four! The CLV and OPT have the lowest459

velocity.460

The average sample density shows how much data is dis-461

carded. Raster scans typically overshoot the displayed scan area462

and only use trace or retrace data for display. When developing463

spiral scans we initially used a waveform with the same number464

of loops to spiral back to the center. However, slight differences465

in amplitude or phase between spiraling in versus spiraling out466

can cause dilation of the images relative to each other such that467

there was a jitter when viewed sequentially. A satisfactory so-468

lution uses a few loops to spiral back to the center and discard469

these data (see Fig. 1 and Acknowledgment). For all the data470

presented here with N = 85 loops, less than 5% of the total scan471

time T is used for going back to the center leading to the 0.95472

value compared with the Lissajous and Spirograph. Lissajous473

and Spirograph scans have coinciding start and endpoint of the474

scan waves which enables use of 100% of the data but both tech-475

niques require significantly higher maximum tip velocities than476

spiral scans. The maximum sample density reveals whether the477

scan moves slowly in places or crosses the same point multiple478

times. Percent pixels near average density measures if regions479

are homogeneously sampled. We score raster scan well even480

though it moves slowly during turn around because those data481

are excluded and already accounted for in the average sample482

density. Regarding sample density, CLV performs best if accu-483

rately executed with spirograph and OPT also rating well.484

Having adjacent scan lines in the same direction is important485

so that signal delays are consistent across the image and do not486

cause artifacts or require discarding of data. When using contact487

mode, this requirement is more stringent. Friction forces cause488

twisting and bending of the cantilever. In this situation, artifacts489

may arise and the uniformly parallel scan lines during rastering490

can be advantageous but for ac modes the spirals are best. Here,491

we treat X and Y bandwidth as nearly equal which is not the case492

for all scanners. In tuning fork scanners, one axis is significantly493

faster and in this situation rastering would be favored [41] but494

for most scanners spirals will be best.495

The optimal Archimedean spiral is able to cover the scan496

area in the shortest amount of time with the best balance of low497

angular frequency and low speed while having adjacent scan498

lines in the same direction and excellent data density in the499

middle. On the whole, the OPT fulfills all the criteria for an500

outstanding scan waveform. With a large scanner, we were able501

to image the sample with outstanding resolution at two frames502

per second. Reducing the scan area to 1.0 μm and maintaining 503

the same spatial resolution and scanner frequency limits, the 504

sample could have been imaged at nine frames per second. 505

Implementing OPT on the smaller and lighter scanners that 506

have been developed for high-speed AFM will lead to even 507

faster scanning possibly an order of magnitude faster than raster 508

scan. Optimal Archimedean spiral has near best performance 509

for all important scan path criteria making it an ideal waveform. 510

VII. CONCLUSION 511

While many fields such as medical imaging [42] and astro- 512

physics [43] utilize advanced image processing techniques to 513

extend their capabilities, scanning probe techniques have been 514

mired in the raster scan paradigm. Unlike raster scanning, where 515

fast and slow scan axes exist, spiral scans evenly distribute the 516

velocities to both X and Y axis. But in CLV spirals the highest 517

angular frequencies can easily exceed the bandwidth of the X, 518

Y positions sensors and thus result in a distorted image. Oppo- 519

sitely, very high tip velocities are required at the periphery of the 520

scan area when maintaining constant angular frequency (CAV). 521

When exceeding the bandwidth of the topographic feedback the 522

high tip velocities can result in a blurred image and erroneous 523

topographic data. The optimal Archimedean spiral is an ideal 524

scan waveform for scanned probe microscopy respecting the 525

instrument’s limits for angular frequency and linear velocity it 526

maintains an excellent data distribution and efficiently utilizes 527

the scan time. This enables artifact free, high-resolution and 528

high-quality imaging with few micron scan sizes and multiple 529

frames per second on large heavy scanners. 530

APPENDIX 531

A. OPT Optimality 532

The scanning path is determined in polar coordinates by the 533

angle θ(t) = 2πNg(t) and the radius r(t) = Rg(t). The optimal 534

parameterization of the spiral is a function g, which completes 535

the scan in the least time subject to the physical constraints of 536

the device. The constraints are given by 537

|ġ| ≤ ωL

2πN
≡ c1 (33)

and 538

|ġ| ≤ vL

R
√

1 + (2πNg)2
≡ c2(g) (34)

corresponding, respectively, to a frequency limitation of ωL and 539

a tip velocity limitation vL . Define l(g) ≡ min(c1 , c2(g)), so 540

that both constraints are conveniently stated by the condition 541

|ġ| ≤ l(g). Then, the optimal g minimize the scan time. The 542

scan is finished when g = 1 when scanning counterclockwise or 543

g = −1 when scanning clockwise. Taking the counterclockwise 544

scenario, define the scan completion time by 545

T [g] = min
t≥0,g(t)=1

t.
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The problem is to find a function g which, subject to the546

constraints, minimizes this quantity547

g = arg min
ĝ∈F

T [ĝ]

where F is the set of all continuously differentiable functions548

satisfying the constraint l549

F =
{

h ∈ C1([0,∞]) : h(0) = 0, ḣ ≤ l(h)
}

.

Next we construct the optimal solution, then demonstrate550

optimality. Define g to be the solution to the differential551

equation ġ = l(g) with initial condition g(0) = 0. Because l552

is autonomous, uniformly Lipschitz, and bounded, the solution553

exists, is unique, and resides in F .554

The parameterization given by g is fastest in the sense of T [g].555

To see this, suppose h ∈ F is another solution. Let I = (a, b]556

be an interval such that h(a) = g(a) and h > g on I . If such557

an a and b do not exist it must be that h ≤ g for all time,558

so T [h] ≥ T [g] and h is not faster. Assume therefore a and559

b can be chosen. Within I there must be a point s at which560

ḣ(s) > ġ(s) ⇒ l(g(s)) < l(h(s)), but this is impossible since561

h(s) > g(s) and l decreases monotonically. No such interval I562

can exist, and therefore T [h] ≥ T [g]. Because h was arbitrary563

there exists no strictly faster parameterization than g.564

The analytic form of g is given by simple linear growth until565

c1 = c2(g). Because of monotonic growth as well there is a sin-566

gle point tL at which c1 = c2(g(tL )), from which point onward567

the solution satisfies ġ = c2(g), which is a member of the class568

of functions implicitly solving569

ν +
vLt

R
=

g(t)
2

√
1 + (2πNg(t))2 +

sinh−1(2πNg(t))
4πN

for ν some constant depending on the value of g(tL ). Provided570

that the approximations571

N � 1

and572

Ng(tL ) � 1

hold, the 1 in the square root and the hyperbolic sine terms can573

be ignored thereby producing an approximate class of solutions574

of the form575

g(t) =
1

πN

√
ν +

vLt

R
.

The dimensionless parameterization f can now be defined as576

the scaled version of this optimal g using the total scan time577

T = T [g].578
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Ideal Scan Path for High-Speed Atomic
Force Microscopy

1

2

Dominik Ziegler, Travis R. Meyer, Andreas Amrein, Andrea L. Bertozzi, and Paul D. Ashby3

Abstract—We propose a new scan waveform ideally4
suited for high-speed atomic force microscopy. It is an opti-5
mization of the Archimedean spiral scan path with respect6
to the X,Y scanner bandwidth and scan speed. The result-7
ing waveform uses a constant angular velocity spiral in the8
center and transitions to constant linear velocity toward the9
periphery of the scan. We compare it with other scan paths10
and demonstrate that our novel spiral best satisfies the re-11
quirements of high-speed atomic force microscopy by utiliz-12
ing the scan time most efficiently with excellent data density13
and data distribution. For accurate X,Y, and Z positioning14
our proposed scan pattern has low angular frequency and15
low linear velocities that respect the instruments mechan-16
ical limits. Using sensor inpainting we show artifact-free17
high-resolution images taken at two frames per second with18
a 2.2 μm scan size on a moderately large scanner capable

Q1
19

of 40 μm scans.20

Index Terms—Actuators, atomic force microscopy (AFM),21
motion control.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

A TOMIC force microscopy (AFM) techniques acquire24

high-resolution images by scanning a sharp tip over a25

sample while measuring the interaction between the tip and26

sample [1]. AFM has the ability to image material surfaces with27

exquisite resolution [2]. Furthermore, careful probe design facil-28

itates nanoscale measurement of specific physical or chemical29

properties, such as surface energy [3], [4] or electrostatic [5], [6]30

and magnetic [7], [8] forces. Therefore, AFM has become one of31

the most frequently used characterization tools in nanoscience.32

However, the sequential nature of scanning limits the speed of33
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data acquisition and most instruments take several minutes to 34

obtain a high-quality image. The productivity and use of AFM 35

would increase dramatically if the speed could match the imag- 36

ing speeds of other scanning microscopes, such as confocal and 37

scanning electron microscopes [9]. The semiconductor indus- 38

try, which requires detection of nanoscopic defects over large 39

areas, is an important driver for higher scan speeds [10]. More 40

importantly, higher temporal resolution enables the exploration 41

of dynamic chemical and biomolecular processes [11]. This is 42

especially important for dynamic nanoscale phenomena of ma- 43

terials that are sensitive to the radiation associated with light 44

and electron microscopy making AFM the best characterization 45

tool. 46

Significant engineering effort over the last decade has pushed 47

the speed limits of AFM to a few frames per second [12]–[15]. 48

Most researchers operate within the raster scan paradigm, where 49

the tip is moved in a zig-zag pattern over the sample at a constant 50

speed in the image area. The rationale for the raster pattern is 51

that with regular sampling and constant scanner velocity image 52

rendering is simple because the data points align with the pix- 53

els of the image spatially. However, achieving accurate images 54

is challenging because piezoelectric nanopositioners have no- 55

toriously nonlinear displacement response and the mechanical 56

resonances of the high-inertia scanner amplify the harmonics of 57

the waveform that are required to create the turnaround region of 58

the raster scan. Working within the raster scan paradigm, most 59

methods to speed up the AFM have focused on the mechanical 60

design. The most common means to build fast scanners is to 61

reduce the size of the scanner and increase stiffness [16]–[22] 62

so that the scanner actuates effectively at higher frequencies but 63

this places strict limitations on the mass of the sample. 64

Using nonraster scan waveforms with low-frequency compo- 65

nents provides an opportunity to increase imaging speed. Lis- 66

sajous scans have been shown to be advantageous for high-speed 67

scanning because they can cover the entire scan area using a si- 68

nusoidal scan pattern of constant amplitude and frequency [23], 69

[24]. Similarly, cycloid [25] and spirograph [26] scans use a 70

single frequency circular scan with a constant offset between 71

adjacent loops. 72

In this paper, we analyze the suitability of spiral scan paths for 73

high-speed scanning. Having constant distance between loops 74

makes Archimedean spirals especially useful. They can be per- 75

formed either using constant angular velocity (CAV) [27]–[30] 76

or constant linear velocity (CLV) [31], [32]. At least a twofold 77

increase in temporal or spatial resolution is achieved over raster 78

scanning because, when generating an image, almost 100% of 79

the data is used instead of throwing away trace or retrace data. 80

Furthermore, spiral scan patterns require less bandwidth and 81

1083-4435 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of an Archimedean spiral showing outward and
truncated inward scan paths to quickly return to the starting point at
the origin. For clarity only a small number of loops of N = 5 is used
in the outward spiral. The radial and tangential sampling distances are
specified by RD and TD, respectively. (b) Transforming r and θ into
Cartesian coordinates gives the X and Y motion of the piezo. The vertical
dotted line at time T marks the transition from outward scan to the
truncated inward scan.

are better suited to drive high-inertia nanopositioners for fast82

scanning. However, most of today’s nonraster scan attempts83

use sensors to steer the probe over the sample using a closed-84

loop configuration. This slows down the achievable frame rates.85

We have shown that ultimate control over the position is not86

required for accurate imaging. When sensors detect the posi-87

tion, an accurate image can be reconstructed using inpainting88

algorithms [33]–[36] from data recorded along any arbitrary89

open-loop path. The technique, which we call sensor inpaint-90

ing [37], frees AFM from the paradigm of raster scanning and91

the need for slower closed-loop control of scanner position. We92

have used sensor inpainting to render images from Archimedean93

spiral and spirograph scan patterns [26], [37].94

In this paper, we analyze Archimedean spiral scan pat-95

terns for their suitability for fast scanning. We propose a new96

Archimedean spiral, which we call the optimal spiral, that com-97

bines the benefits of CAV and CLV scans. The proposed spiral98

scan follows an Archimedean scan path but respects the mechan-99

ical limits of the instrument by balancing velocity and angular100

frequency to obtain the optimum data distribution for accurate101

high-speed scanning when scan velocity needs to be minimized.102

II. DESCRIPTION OF SCAN PATH103

A. Tip Velocity and Angular Velocity104

Fig. 1(a) shows an example of Archimedean spiral with five105

loops for the outward path and a fast inward path to return to106

the starting point at the origin. We describe the outward scan107

pattern using polar coordinates r(t) and θ(t) as functions of the108

scan time. The time required to complete the outward scan is T109

and t∗ is the dimensionless quantity t∗ = t/T110

r = Rf(t∗) (1)

θ = 2πNf(t∗) (2)

where N is the number of loops and R is the desired radius.111

To fully scan the circular area, it is required that f(0) = 0 and112

f(1) = 1, but in principle f(t∗) can be of any arbitrary shape.113

When eliminating the temporal function one obtains the polar114

expression of an Archimedean spiral in the form of 115

r(θ) =
R θ

2πN
. (3)

In an Archimedean spiral, the scan radius r increases by a con- 116

stant pitch R/N for each full revolution, and the maximal scan 117

radius R is reached exactly after N full loops. Experimentally, 118

the scan pattern applied to the piezo is achieved by transforming 119

r and θ into Cartesian coordinates [see Fig. 1(b)]. 120

The tip velocity vs and angular velocity θ̇ are given by 121

vs(r, θ) =
√

(rθ̇)2 + ṙ2 (4)

vs(t∗) =
Rf ′(t∗)

T

√
(2πNf(t∗))2 + 1 (5)

θ̇(t∗) =
2πN

T
f ′(t∗). (6)

We denote the derivative with respect to time t with a dot and 122

the derivative with respect to t∗ with a prime. 123

B. Data Density and Data Distribution 124

The Archimedean spirals analyzed here have different func- 125

tions for f(t∗) such that they follow the same scan path, but with 126

different tip velocities. As a consequence, different data point 127

distributions result when using a constant sampling frequency 128

Fs . Fig. 1(a) shows the sampling along the spiral path and the 129

radial distance (RD) and tangential distance (TD) between data 130

points. The general expressions for radial distance (RD) and 131

tangential distance (TD) are given by 132

RD(r, θ) =
2πṙ

θ̇
, TD(r, θ) =

rθ̇

Fs
. (7)

The local data density δ is expressed by the inverse of the product 133

of TD and RD and represents the samples per unit area as 134

δ(r) =
1

TD · RD
=

Fs

2πrṙ
(8)

δ(t∗) =
n

2πR2f(t∗)f ′(t∗)
(9)

where n is the number of samples, n = FsT . Having uniform 135

density throughout the image is ideal for maximizing the in- 136

formation being measured from the sample. Furthermore, it is 137

important to have good homogeneity η of the sample density, 138

i.e., an even distribution of the data points in all directions. The 139

ratio of RD to TD describes such homogeneity by comparing 140

the spacing between data points 141

η(r, θ) =
RD
TD

=
2πFsṙ

(θ̇)2r
(10)

η(t∗) =
n

2πN 2f(t∗)f ′(t∗)
. (11)

As discussed in earlier work [37] when using isotropic inpaint- 142

ing algorithms such as heat equation, η = 1 results in the best 143

rendering with least artifacts. 144
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By definition Archimedean spirals have constant RD, and the145

density δ and homogeneity η simplify to146

δ(r, θ) =
NFs

Rrθ̇
, η(r, θ) =

FsR

Nrθ̇
. (12)

III. CLV SPIRAL147

An Archimedean spiral with essentially constant velocity148

along the scan path is the result of f(t∗)=
√

t∗ [see Fig. 2(a)].149

For this case, the tip velocity is given by150

vsC LV (t∗) =
R

√
(2πN)2t∗ + 1
2T

√
t∗

≈ πNR

T
. (13)

Toward the very center of the image vsC LV theoretically ap-151

proaches infinity. In discrete implementations, however, the ve-152

locity decreases [see Fig. 2(a)] because the high frequencies for153

small r in the position signal are lost due to the spacing of sam-154

ples. When t∗ � 1/(2πN)2 the velocity rapidly approaches a155

constant. Similarly, toward the very center of the image, the156

angular frequency function goes to infinity157

θ̇(t∗)CLV =
πN

T
√

t∗
(14)

except for the discrete implementation. To maintain CLV an-158

gular frequency more than two orders of magnitudes higher159

in the center than on the periphery of the image is required160

[see Fig. 2(b)]. Note that the area under the velocity curve [see161

Fig. 2(a)] represents the total arc length (≈0.3 mm), while the162

area under the angular frequency curve [see Fig. 2(b)] corre-163

sponds to the number of loops N = 85. These values remain164

constant for all spiral scans described here.165

The expressions for density δCLV and ηCLV are independent166

of time t∗ and radius r and simplify to167

δCLV ≈ n

πR2 (15)

ηCLV ≈ n

πN 2 . (16)

We imaged a sample of copper evaporated onto annealed168

gold because the contrast in size between the copper and gold169

grains creates high information content. This makes this sam-170

ple an ideal image to test the accuracy of the data collection171

and rendering when scanning quickly. The sample has complex172

features of different sizes and the smallest feature resolvable by173

the tip is ≈25 nm. We used a Cypher ES by Oxford Instruments174

equipped with a piezoelectric scanner having 40 μm range in X175

and Y, 4 μm range in Z, and low-noise position sensors. While176

using a contact mode in constant height mode we used a sam-177

pling frequency Fs of 50 kHz to impose limited bandwidth on178

the data collection as if we were operating with force feedback179

and were limited by the z-feedback loop and tip–sample inter-180

action. This makes the data and analysis most relevant to the181

majority of AFM performed in constant force mode. The scan182

is 2.2 μm in size with N = 85 loops and collected in 0.5 s pro-183

ducing a scan velocity of 600 mm/s. Using the Nyquist criterion184

for information content, the ≈25 nm feature size, and 50 kHz185

sampling frequency, we calculate that vs ≈625 mm/s should be186

the scan speed limit for accurate imaging. Constant δ and η,187

Fig. 2. CLV spiral. (a) Velocity as a function of scan time is constant.
(b) To maintain constant speed at small radii the angular frequency
“blows up” to values exceeding the resonance frequency of the scanner.
(c) Theoretical spatial data density distribution showing number of sam-
ples per pixel in the rendered image. (d) Scan path, as measured with the
sensors, during the CLV spiral scan. Color scale represents velocity of
the scanner. (e) A CLV image of copper evaporated onto annealed gold.
The relatively slow scan speed and excellent sample density at the outer
edge of the image lead to good fidelity of the features. The features in
the boxes (A, B, C) are compared with other scan waveforms in Fig. 5.

resulting from theoretical constant velocity vs and sampling Fs 188

produces an ideal dataset with n = 25 k data points. In the den- 189

sity map, Fig. 2(c), the color represents the number of recorded 190

data points that fall within each pixel. All collected deflection 191

data points are inpainted within a circular image with a diam- 192

eter of 256 pixels containing about 50k pixels. The insets are 193

magnifications of the center (A), middle (B), and periphery (C) 194

of the scan showing that the data density is the same throughout 195
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the scan. At most each pixel contains one data point. The insets196

show the great homogeneity of the data distribution resulting197

for CLV scans.198

The scan path measured by the sensors on the scanner is199

shown in Fig. 2(d) and it is slightly oblong from lower left to200

upper right. The high angular frequencies used in the center of201

the scan exceed 8 kHz and excite the resonance of the scanner.202

This increases the radius causing poor sampling in the center203

of the scan and erratic motion as evidenced by the very fast204

motion of greater than 2 mm/s [see Fig. 2(d) inset A]. The CLV205

spiral scan of the copper/gold sample is shown in Fig. 2(e). We206

used sensor inpainting [37] to create a 2.0 μm round image, 256207

pixels wide, which trimmed the data and used ≈20 kS such that208

there are ≈ 0.25 data points per pixel. The CLV scan captures209

the features of the sample very well except in the center where210

there is obvious distortion and artifacts from driving at very211

high angular frequency. Therefore, in order to prevent distor-212

tions in the image, the angular velocity is required to match the213

bandwidth of the scanner.214

IV. CAV SPIRAL215

CAV scans drive the piezos at a single frequency. This helps to216

prevent the above-mentioned distortions due to the resonances217

of the scanner. CAV scans use the simplest linear function218

f(t∗) = t∗ (17)

where the resulting angular velocity, Fig. 3(b), is simply given219

by the number of revolutions in the total time220

θ̇(t∗)CAV =
2πN

T
. (18)

The velocity vsC AV increases nearly linearly with time for CAV221

spirals as the radius increases. The function for scan velocity222

vsC AV (t∗) =
R

T

√
4(πNt∗)2 + 1 ≈ 2πNR

T
t∗ (19)

simplifies to a linear function of t∗, for almost all of the scan, as223

shown in Fig. 3(a).224

Using (1), (8), (10), and (17) the expressions for data density225

δ and homogeneity η simplify to the following radial dependen-226

cies:227

δ(r)CAV ≈ n

2πRr
(20)

η(r)CAV ≈ nR

2πN 2r
. (21)

Data density for a CAV spiral scan with similar scan param-228

eters as those used for Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3(c). Because the229

scan velocity is near zero at the center of the image the data230

density is extremely high reaching 74 samples in the center pix-231

els. Conversely the data density δ becomes sparse toward the232

periphery. Since the scan time T and number of loops N are233

the same as the CLV scan [see Fig. 2(c)], the average value of234

η is also one but the value drops to 0.5 at the periphery where235

features start to be undersampled. We imaged the copper/gold236

sample in the same location as Fig. 2(e) using a CAV spiral.237

The measured scan path, Fig. 3(d), has very even spacing ra-238

dially because the scanner responds with constant mechanical239

Fig. 3. CAV spiral. (a) Velocity as a function of scan time increases
linearly and (b) angular frequency is constant. (c) Theoretical data den-
sity is very high in the center and getting sparse toward the periphery.
(d) The velocity is low in the middle and high on the periphery. (e) CAV
image of copper evaporated onto annealed gold at same location as
Fig. 2. The CAV eliminates errors in the center of the image but the high
linear velocity and sparse data at the edges smears out features. The
features in the boxes are compared with other scan waveforms in Fig. 5.

gain and phase lag when driven at constant angular frequency. 240

The measured velocity matches the theoretical values well. The 241

inpainted image is shown in Fig. 3(e). The features in the center 242

of the image are reproduced well due to the slow angular fre- 243

quency, high sampling, and η but the periphery is under sampled 244

and the features become blurred. 245

The need to capture the information at the periphery of the im- 246

age determines the sampling rate and velocity for CAV spirals. 247

Therefore, for most of the scan, near the center, the instrument 248

is going too slow and wasting precious time. Neither CLV nor 249

CAV spirals are ideal for imaging the sample quickly but each 250
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has properties that are advantageous. The optimal Archimedean251

spiral combines the advantages of both.252

V. OPTIMAL ARCHIMEDEAN SPIRAL (OPT)253

The ideal Archimedean spiral would have the shortest scan254

times while respecting the instrument’s mechanical limits. The255

time function f(t∗) of the Archimedean spiral can be any arbi-256

trary shape leading to various scan speeds and frequencies. As257

observed in Fig. 2, the mechanical gain of the resonance can258

lead to large excursions from the intended scan path and inaccu-259

racies. It is best if the X,Y scan frequencies stay well below the260

resonance. Similarly, high tip speeds lead to sparse data, Fig. 3,261

or high tip–sample forces from poor Z-piezo feedback making262

tip speed an equally important optimization parameter.263

We solved for the optimal time function f(t∗) using maximum264

X,Y scan frequency ωL and tip speed vL as limiting criteria.265

The complete optimization is found in Appendix 1 and has266

similarities with the optimization method of Tuma et al. [38].267

The resulting waveform follows ωL in the center of the scan268

and then follows vL at the periphery. Effectively, the waveform269

combines the benefits of CAV and CLV scans. We call the new270

scan waveform the optimal Archimedean spiral (OPT).271

The optimal Archimedean spiral is the fastest Archimedean272

spiral that respects the limits of X,Y scanner bandwidth and scan273

speed. In our experience, the parameter of scan time and scan274

speed are equally valid independent variables for the parame-275

terization of the OPT so we also present a parameterization that276

follows the optimal principle of performing CAV in the center277

and CLV at the periphery but uses scan time as an independent278

variable.279

The CLV is produced when f(t∗) =
√

t∗ and the CAV is280

produced when f(t∗) = t∗ with t∗ dimensionless time. Let the281

angular frequency limit of the AFM be given by dθ
dt ≤ ωL . De-282

fine a ≡ 2πN
T ωL

. To push the angular frequency limit initially the283

composite spiral’s f must be of the form f(t∗) = t∗
a as this284

results in dθ
dt = ωL . Using the CAV up to sometime t∗L then285

transitioning to a CLV spiral with parameters C1 and C2 means286

the optimum Archimedean spiral has a function f of the form287

f(t∗) =

{
t∗
a if t∗ ≤ t∗L√
C1t∗ + C2 if t∗ > t∗L .

(22)

To find the parameters, t∗L , C1 , and C2 , we enforce three prop-288

erties of the final spiral. The scan should be finished at time289

t∗ = 1 hence f(1) = 1 and f and f ′ should be continuous at290

t∗L .291

The three conditions imply, in order, the equations292

1 =
√

C1 + C2 (23)

t∗L

a
=

√
C1t∗L + C2 (24)

1
a

=
C1

2
(C1t∗L + C2)−

1
2 . (25)

The first equation implies C2 = 1 − C1 and substituting (24) 293

into (25) yields 294

1
a

=
C1a

2t∗L
. (26)

Therefore, 295

C1 =
2t∗L

a2 (27)

C2 = 1 − 2t∗L

a2 (28)

which after substituting into (24) produces a quadratic equation 296

in t∗L : 297

0 = t∗
2
L − 2t∗L + a2 (29)

⇒ t∗L = 1 ±
√

1 − a2 . (30)

The discriminant is positive provided a < 1, which is violated 298

only when the scan cannot be completed in the given time subject 299

to the given angular frequency limit. As the transition must take 300

place in the scan time t∗L ∈ [0, 1] the negative sign is the natural 301

solution hence 302

t∗L = 1 −
√

1 − a2 (31)

is the transition time t∗L . 303

According to (5), the speed of the tip for this f at time t∗L is 304

v(t∗L ) =
R

aT

√
1 +

(
2πN

a

)2

t∗2
L ≈ πNR

T

2t∗L

a2 . (32)

The velocity curve for an optimal Archimedean spiral scan is 305

shown in Fig. 4(a). The velocity increases linearly and quickly 306

because the angular frequency is at the limit. When the nor- 307

malized time t∗ reaches t∗L the scan transitions to CLV with 308

constant velocity and decreasing angular frequency, as shown 309

in Fig. 4(b). The density image, shown in Fig. 4(c), is mostly ho- 310

mogeneous throughout. At the center, inset A, the data density 311

is high because of the short section of CAV spiral but otherwise 312

samples are evenly spread over the whole image, insets B and C, 313

where η is very close to one. We again imaged the copper/gold 314

sample in the same location as Fig. 2(e) but using an OPT 315

spiral of the same time, number of loops, and sampling rate. 316

Like the CAV spiral, the scan path is evenly spaced throughout 317

the image but the velocity is always low, as shown in Fig. 4(d). 318

The features throughout the image are reproduced well showing 319

the superior performance of the OPT, as shown in Fig. 4(e). 320

VI. DISCUSSION 321

A. Further Criteria for Comparing Waveforms 322

Increasing the frame rate of scanning probe techniques is es- 323

sential for capturing dynamic processes at the nanoscale. Here 324

we introduce design criteria that allow further comparison of 325

various scan waveforms to determine the best scan wave for 326

fast scanning. As we already mentioned in the optimization to 327

create the OPT waveform, the scan must respect the mechanical 328

bandwidth of the X,Y scanner, i.e., the scan waveform needs 329

to have sufficiently low angular frequency to avoid positioning 330
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Fig. 4. Optimal Archimedean spiral (OPT). (a) Velocity as a function of
scan time increases linearly and transitions to a constant value for the
majority of the scan. (b) Angular frequency is held below the scanner
distortion threshold before decreasing at large radius. (c) Theoretical
data density is higher in the center due to the partial CAV scan but
is mostly homogeneous. (d) Combining the best of both CLV and CAV
spirals, the measured scan path and velocity match the theoretical values
well. (e) A OPT image of copper evaporated onto annealed gold renders
the sample well both in the center and at the periphery. The features in
the boxes are compared with other scan waveforms in Fig. 5.

errors by exciting the scanner resonance. Also, the scan veloc-331

ity should be slow enough that the Z-feedback loop accurately332

tracks all features. Other important criteria include that the data333

distribution should be generally homogeneous and if there are334

regions of higher density they should prioritize features of in-335

terest which are typically at the center of the image. Finally,336

adjacent segments of the scan should be scanned in the same337

direction. Otherwise delays in the positioning and the feedback 338

loop cause the data to be inconsistent, causing irregularities in 339

the image [37]. For example, this results in only trace or retrace 340

data being used to create an image in raster scans and half the 341

precious scan data are discarded. Spiral scans meet this last cri- 342

terion quite well. This section contains an in-depth discussion of 343

our results with the different Archimedean spirals followed by 344

a comparison of their performance with more common wave- 345

forms (see Table I). 346

B. Constant Linear Velocity (CLV) 347

The CLV spiral meets all criteria satisfactorily except the 348

first criterion for an ideal scan waveform. For the data density, 349

Fig. 2(c), within the scan area, CLV spirals offer the lowest ve- 350

locity possible, which is ideal for stable topography feedback. 351

However, with high angular frequency in the center the exci- 352

tation of the scanner resonance in the center is a significant 353

failure. In Fig. 2(d), the error caused by the mechanical gain of 354

the scanner is evident. The resonance is at 1600 Hz and has a Q 355

of 5. Sweeping through the resonance with frequencies greater 356

than 8 kHz causes the radius to became erroneously large in the 357

center. As a result, there is no data in the center of the image. Our 358

image inpainting algorithms aim to restore missing data. How- 359

ever, the scanner was whipped around violently enough during 360

the chirp that the sensors became inaccurate and the intersecting 361

loops have conflicting topography values for the same location. 362

This resulted in the star-like artifacts that are very evident in 363

the upper left of Fig. 5. It is possible to redeem the CLV spiral 364

by making a donut-shaped scan [39] that removes the high- 365

frequency portion, but then data are missing from the center 366

of the scan where the features of interest likely are. We found 367

CLV spiral to only be useful for the slowest of scans though 368

we note that CLV may be crucial for some investigations, such 369

as monitoring ferroelectric domain switching under a biased tip 370

where the scan speed influences the switching probability and 371

dynamics [40]. 372

C. Constant Angular Velocity (CAV) 373

The CAV spiral better meets the criteria for an ideal scan 374

waveform than the CLV spiral at these imaging speeds. This is 375

mainly due to the fact that the highest frequency component of 376

the waveform is 168 Hz, well below the scanner’s resonance. 377

For comparison, a raster scan of comparable data density would 378

be 150 lines and a fast scan rate of 300 lines/s. Since at least 379

three frequency components are required to make a satisfactory 380

triangular waveform the 5th harmonic would be required at 381

1500 Hz, nine times higher than the CAV spiral scan while 382

having over twice the velocity. The CAV spiral also has higher 383

density data in the middle of the scan assuring that the most 384

important features are well sampled and rendered. The main 385

disadvantage of the CAV spiral is that the velocity is higher at 386

the periphery reaching two times the average of a CLV spiral and 387

approximately the same velocity of a raster scan over the same 388

area. For the scan shown in Fig. 3, the maximum velocity vmax 389

reaches ≈1.6 mm/s exceeding the limit for accurate imaging 390

and lowering the homogeneity of the data (η = 0.5). This is 391
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SCAN PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS SCAN PATHS

Raster Spirograph Lissajous CLV CAV OPT

1.1) Relative maximum angular frequency >9.0 3.14 1.97 >50 1.0 2.1
1.2) Normalized std. dev. of angular frequency — 0 0 1.17 0 0.51
2) Relative maximum speed 2.25 3.14 4.93 1.00 2.00 ≈1.1
3.1) Relative average sample density 0.44 1.0 1.0 0.95 0.95 0.95
3.2) Relative maximum sample density 1 22 49 1 39 19
3.3) Percent pixels near average density 100 70 49 100 61 96
3.4) Data distribution prioritizes center — — ✗ —

√ √

4) Adjacent scan lines have same direction
√

✗ ✗
√ √ √

Image area, resolution, and frame rate are the same for all waveforms and the values are scaled relative to each
other for easy comparison. The table cells are shaded with red, yellow, and green for poor, satisfactory, and good
performance, respectively. Optimal Archimedean spiral clearly has the best performance.

Fig. 5. Comparisons of CLV, CAV, and optimal Archimedean spiral
scans showing the center, middle, and edge of the scans, respec-
tively. The zoom-ins are specified by boxes A, B, and C in part (e) of
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 and are 400, 300, and 200 nm, respectively. Color
scales are enhanced compared with the original images. CLV fails in the
center of the image and CAV blurs the periphery, while the OPT has the
best performance throughout the scan.

evident in the center right of Fig. 5 where the height of the small392

copper grains is muted and some of the grains that are clearly393

resolved in the CLV spiral scan are joined together in the CAV394

scan. Resolving both the periphery and the center is preferable.395

D. Optimal Archimedean Spiral (OPT)396

The optimal Archimedean spiral starts with a CAV spiral in397

the center using a user specified maximum angular frequency,398

then transitions to a CLV spiral where the angular frequency399

decreases as the radius increases. The data shown here use an400

angular frequency limit of 350 Hz well below the resonance401

of the scanner leading to very even spacing between loops, as402

shown in Fig. 2(d). Like the CAV spiral, the OPT also has higher403

density data in the middle of the scan assuring that the most404

important features are well sampled and rendered. However, the405

transition to CLV spiral keeps the maximum velocity low and 406

often very close to the speed represented by the CLV spiral. One 407

may initially intuit that a high maximum angular frequency is 408

good for the OPT so that the transition to CLV scan happens 409

early in the scan and the maximum velocity is very close to 410

the minimum velocity achieved by a CLV spiral. However, the 411

maximum velocity increases moderately slowly initially as time 412

to transition increases. For example, when transitioning at 40% 413

of the scan time the maximum tip velocity is only 25% higher 414

than a CLV spiral and the angular frequency starts only 24% 415

higher than when using a CAV spiral. 416

The changing angular frequency that happens after the transi- 417

tion to CLV could cause distortions, such as dilation and twisting 418

due to phase lag and changes in mechanical gain. Depending 419

on imaging speed, sweeping through anomalies in the transfer 420

function may be hard to avoid and artifacts may result. Fortu- 421

nately, sensor inpainting mitigates such issues because the data 422

are rendered from the measured position by the sensors. If the 423

sensors are accurate then there should be no difference between 424

images. On the instrument used for these experiments, we ob- 425

served a 2% increase in the amplitude of the frequency response 426

of the scanner near 400 Hz. This is enough for a few loops of 427

data to be sparse then bunched as the frequency sweeps through 428

the small peak and led us to choose a 350 Hz maximum for 429

the angular frequency. In the frequency range of 150–350 Hz 430

our frequency response was quite flat giving excellent results. 431

Comparing the CAV and optimal Archimedean spiral images, 432

Figs. 3 and 4, we find that there are positioning errors of 5 nm or 433

about 0.2% of the scan size that are due to errors in accuracy of 434

the sensors at the different frequencies used to scan the surface. 435

These errors are negligible compared with what is frequently 436

tolerated in AFM. 437

E. Comparison With Nonspiral Waveforms 438

Our optimal Archimedean spiral is significantly better suited 439

for fast scanning than any other nonspiral waveform. We com- 440

pare the performance of the different scan waveforms in Table I 441

while holding image area, resolution, and frame rate constant. 442

The specific values for the OPT scan in Table I depend on the 443

value of t∗L . Here, we derive these values for t∗L ≈ 0.2 as is 444

used to gather the data, as shown in Fig. 4. 445
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The maximum angular frequency measures how much the446

waveform stresses the X,Y scanner and the Lissajous, CAV, and447

OPT perform very well for this constraint. The standard devi-448

ation of the frequency is a proxy for the positioning errors due449

to a nonuniform scanner transfer function and inaccuracies of450

the sensor. The single frequency scans perform best here but451

the OPT scan is satisfactory especially if the time to transition452

is large.453

The maximum speed measures how the waveform stresses the454

topography feedback loop. Using the equations found in Bazaei455

et al. [24] the maximum scan speed is a factor π 2 a2

4t∗L
higher for a456

Lissajous scan than our OPT scan. For most imaging frame rates457

and maximum scan frequencies this is a substantial difference458

of over a factor of four! The CLV and OPT have the lowest459

velocity.460

The average sample density shows how much data is dis-461

carded. Raster scans typically overshoot the displayed scan area462

and only use trace or retrace data for display. When developing463

spiral scans we initially used a waveform with the same number464

of loops to spiral back to the center. However, slight differences465

in amplitude or phase between spiraling in versus spiraling out466

can cause dilation of the images relative to each other such that467

there was a jitter when viewed sequentially. A satisfactory so-468

lution uses a few loops to spiral back to the center and discard469

these data (see Fig. 1 and Acknowledgment). For all the data470

presented here with N = 85 loops, less than 5% of the total scan471

time T is used for going back to the center leading to the 0.95472

value compared with the Lissajous and Spirograph. Lissajous473

and Spirograph scans have coinciding start and endpoint of the474

scan waves which enables use of 100% of the data but both tech-475

niques require significantly higher maximum tip velocities than476

spiral scans. The maximum sample density reveals whether the477

scan moves slowly in places or crosses the same point multiple478

times. Percent pixels near average density measures if regions479

are homogeneously sampled. We score raster scan well even480

though it moves slowly during turn around because those data481

are excluded and already accounted for in the average sample482

density. Regarding sample density, CLV performs best if accu-483

rately executed with spirograph and OPT also rating well.484

Having adjacent scan lines in the same direction is important485

so that signal delays are consistent across the image and do not486

cause artifacts or require discarding of data. When using contact487

mode, this requirement is more stringent. Friction forces cause488

twisting and bending of the cantilever. In this situation, artifacts489

may arise and the uniformly parallel scan lines during rastering490

can be advantageous but for ac modes the spirals are best. Here,491

we treat X and Y bandwidth as nearly equal which is not the case492

for all scanners. In tuning fork scanners, one axis is significantly493

faster and in this situation rastering would be favored [41] but494

for most scanners spirals will be best.495

The optimal Archimedean spiral is able to cover the scan496

area in the shortest amount of time with the best balance of low497

angular frequency and low speed while having adjacent scan498

lines in the same direction and excellent data density in the499

middle. On the whole, the OPT fulfills all the criteria for an500

outstanding scan waveform. With a large scanner, we were able501

to image the sample with outstanding resolution at two frames502

per second. Reducing the scan area to 1.0 μm and maintaining 503

the same spatial resolution and scanner frequency limits, the 504

sample could have been imaged at nine frames per second. 505

Implementing OPT on the smaller and lighter scanners that 506

have been developed for high-speed AFM will lead to even 507

faster scanning possibly an order of magnitude faster than raster 508

scan. Optimal Archimedean spiral has near best performance 509

for all important scan path criteria making it an ideal waveform. 510

VII. CONCLUSION 511

While many fields such as medical imaging [42] and astro- 512

physics [43] utilize advanced image processing techniques to 513

extend their capabilities, scanning probe techniques have been 514

mired in the raster scan paradigm. Unlike raster scanning, where 515

fast and slow scan axes exist, spiral scans evenly distribute the 516

velocities to both X and Y axis. But in CLV spirals the highest 517

angular frequencies can easily exceed the bandwidth of the X, 518

Y positions sensors and thus result in a distorted image. Oppo- 519

sitely, very high tip velocities are required at the periphery of the 520

scan area when maintaining constant angular frequency (CAV). 521

When exceeding the bandwidth of the topographic feedback the 522

high tip velocities can result in a blurred image and erroneous 523

topographic data. The optimal Archimedean spiral is an ideal 524

scan waveform for scanned probe microscopy respecting the 525

instrument’s limits for angular frequency and linear velocity it 526

maintains an excellent data distribution and efficiently utilizes 527

the scan time. This enables artifact free, high-resolution and 528

high-quality imaging with few micron scan sizes and multiple 529

frames per second on large heavy scanners. 530

APPENDIX 531

A. OPT Optimality 532

The scanning path is determined in polar coordinates by the 533

angle θ(t) = 2πNg(t) and the radius r(t) = Rg(t). The optimal 534

parameterization of the spiral is a function g, which completes 535

the scan in the least time subject to the physical constraints of 536

the device. The constraints are given by 537

|ġ| ≤ ωL

2πN
≡ c1 (33)

and 538

|ġ| ≤ vL

R
√

1 + (2πNg)2
≡ c2(g) (34)

corresponding, respectively, to a frequency limitation of ωL and 539

a tip velocity limitation vL . Define l(g) ≡ min(c1 , c2(g)), so 540

that both constraints are conveniently stated by the condition 541

|ġ| ≤ l(g). Then, the optimal g minimize the scan time. The 542

scan is finished when g = 1 when scanning counterclockwise or 543

g = −1 when scanning clockwise. Taking the counterclockwise 544

scenario, define the scan completion time by 545

T [g] = min
t≥0,g(t)=1

t.
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The problem is to find a function g which, subject to the546

constraints, minimizes this quantity547

g = arg min
ĝ∈F

T [ĝ]

where F is the set of all continuously differentiable functions548

satisfying the constraint l549

F =
{

h ∈ C1([0,∞]) : h(0) = 0, ḣ ≤ l(h)
}

.

Next we construct the optimal solution, then demonstrate550

optimality. Define g to be the solution to the differential551

equation ġ = l(g) with initial condition g(0) = 0. Because l552

is autonomous, uniformly Lipschitz, and bounded, the solution553

exists, is unique, and resides in F .554

The parameterization given by g is fastest in the sense of T [g].555

To see this, suppose h ∈ F is another solution. Let I = (a, b]556

be an interval such that h(a) = g(a) and h > g on I . If such557

an a and b do not exist it must be that h ≤ g for all time,558

so T [h] ≥ T [g] and h is not faster. Assume therefore a and559

b can be chosen. Within I there must be a point s at which560

ḣ(s) > ġ(s) ⇒ l(g(s)) < l(h(s)), but this is impossible since561

h(s) > g(s) and l decreases monotonically. No such interval I562

can exist, and therefore T [h] ≥ T [g]. Because h was arbitrary563

there exists no strictly faster parameterization than g.564

The analytic form of g is given by simple linear growth until565

c1 = c2(g). Because of monotonic growth as well there is a sin-566

gle point tL at which c1 = c2(g(tL )), from which point onward567

the solution satisfies ġ = c2(g), which is a member of the class568

of functions implicitly solving569

ν +
vLt

R
=

g(t)
2

√
1 + (2πNg(t))2 +

sinh−1(2πNg(t))
4πN

for ν some constant depending on the value of g(tL ). Provided570

that the approximations571

N � 1

and572

Ng(tL ) � 1

hold, the 1 in the square root and the hyperbolic sine terms can573

be ignored thereby producing an approximate class of solutions574

of the form575

g(t) =
1

πN

√
ν +

vLt

R
.

The dimensionless parameterization f can now be defined as576

the scaled version of this optimal g using the total scan time577

T = T [g].578
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